Math for Teachers Learning Self-Reflection
The purpose of this self reflection is to consider the actions you have taken towards success so far in Math for Teachers. It should highlight your strengths and your opportunities for growth.

Keep this reflection as we will use it again later in the semester.

Instructions
For each statement, rank your actions on a scale from 1-5 where 1 is least, 5 is most. Interpret as appropriate for each statement.

In Class Learning

I come to all classes, ready to focus.
I am prepared for class with all my materials.
I engage by asking and answering questions in class.

Total for In Class Learning _______/15

Independent Learning

I rewatch videos when I am unsure of a concept or need a refresher.
I use all the additional resources (videos, class notes, links, etc.).
I am up to date on the homework.
I use the “Ask my Instructor” button on MyLab to send my questions to Andrea.
I am doing practice questions and creating study sheets to help me understand the material in the way that is best for me.

Total for Independent Learning _______/25

Assisted Learning

I attend Andrea’s office hours.
I work with Marty the tutor.
I work to find other students to study with.

Total for Assisted Learning _______/15
My greatest strengths in learning right now…

My greatest opportunities to improve my learning before the next evaluation.
What do you need help with right now? What resources could you access?

Three concrete, specific actions I will take in the next two weeks to improve my learning.